
Introducing D-Link’s audio streaming media
family of products powered by Bluetooth
technology.  Access, play, and experience your
digital music without the wires.

Wirelessly stream audio content to your
speakers with the DSM-910BT Bluetooth Stereo
Adapter Kit.  Everything needed to get you
started is included in this kit. The DSM-910BT
includes both the DSM-100BT Bluetooth
Speaker Adapter and the DSM-110BT Bluetooth
Stereo Adapter.

The DSM-110BT is a Bluetooth Stereo Adapter
for your CD player, boom box, personal MP3
player, or any audio player device or stereo.
Audio cables are included for you to connect
the DSM-110BT directly to your audio player or
stereo to stream audio content to your
Bluetooth-enabled speakers.

The DSM-100BT is a Bluetooth Speaker adapter
that adds wireless Bluetooth connectivity to your
speakers. The DSM-100BT features a standard
audio jack that connects quickly and simply to
powered speakers or standard PC speakers. With
your Bluetooth speakers enabled, and listen to
your music collection anywhere in your home,
wirelessly.

The DSM-910BT streaming audio kit gives you
the freedom and flexibility to place your speakers
anywhere and listen to music from virtually any
audio player.  The DSM-910BT features plug
and play simplicity for a seamless audio
multimedia experience.

Streaming Audio Entertainment

Stream Digital Music
to Your Speakers

Plug and Play Wireless
Audio Solution
Supports Popular Music
Formats Including MP3,
AC3, WMA

Up to 723Kbps For
Crisp Audio Quality

Enable Wireless
Connectivity for Your
Audio Player

Add Wireless Bluetooth
to Your Speakers
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 Maximum wireless signal rate based on Bluetooth Specifi cation v1.1. Actual data throughput will vary. Network conditions and environmental 
factors, including volume of network traffi c, building materials and construction, and network overhead, lower actual data throughput rate.
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